


Control your video intercom from 
anywhere in the world

Remote control combined with 
refined design

Perfect design for a large screen

SL-10IPTHD

Minimalistic design.
Supreme functionality

SQ-07MTHD
Compact solution for 

advanced security

SQ-04M
Basic features for 

maximum convenience

SQ-04

Ultra thin
Ultra stylish

SM-07MN

SM-07MHD

The first video intercom 
with two powerful front 
speakers and 
interchangeable color 
panels in striking
combinations

SONIK 10

SONIK Series

SL Series

SM SeriesSQ Series

The first video intercom 
with two powerful front 
speakers, interchangeable 
color panels, large touch 
IPS screen and PIP (Picture 
in Picture) technology

SONIK 7

SL-07IPHD

SL-10MHD
Handliness of a stylish device

SL-07MHD



ML-20 Series ML-30 Series

The best video camera used 
in video intercom

ML-20HD

Provide access to the 
premises for anyone you 

want

ML-20CRHD

Outdoor station with 
ultra-wide viewing angle 
2MP camera, mechanical 

IR cut

ML-30CRHD

ML Series

Call panel for 1 subscriber 
with a FullHD camera and 

stylish design 

Call panel for 2 subscribers 
with a FullHD camera and a 

dual format card reader

Call panel for 4 subscribers 
with a FullHD camera and a 

dual format card reader

Expansion module for MA 
01/02/03/04 for connection 

to the system up to 8 
additional subscribers

MA-01CRHD MA-02CRHD MA-04CRHD

Call panel for 3 subscribers 
with a FullHD camera and a 

dual format card reader

MA-03CRHD

MA-08

Maximum resolution in 
the design you love

ML-15HD
Anti-vandal metal 

panel with 2MP camera

ML-16HD

MA Series

MA Series



Slinex unique features

PIP (Picture in Picture)

Simultaneous image display from the call panel and the 
connected surveillance camera.

Quadrator

Simultaneously observe the image from two call panels 
and two surveillance cameras.

IPS screen

A bright and vibrant image without distortion from any viewing angle.

AHD support with Crystal Pixel
technology

Full HD provides the clearest image at any time 
of the day.

Advanced mechanical
IR filter
Improved mechanical IR filter in the call panels that provides 
natural color reproduction during the day and the highest 
detailing of the image on the monitor at night.

Connection of the IP Cameras
to an analog intercom

Now it is possible to integrate the analog AHD intercom 
into existing IP video surveillance system.

Perfect clear sound

Two 2-watt speakers produce clear and lush sound.


